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　 　　 Abstract

　　 E −Commerce 　Age　needs 　revenue 　accounling 　oriented 　toward 　serving 　information　needs 　of 　mafiagers

and 　investors　in　plaming 　and 　controlling 　a　firm’s　sales 　actiVities 　a皿d　their　fina皿cia1　consequences ．　We 　wish

to　show 　the　revenue 　a   ounting 　proposed　in　Glover　and 　Ijiri（2002）ex1ended 　to　Markov 　processes　and

dynamic　programming　to　gain　insight　into　lheir　processes．　In　this　papcr，　Markov 　proccss　was 　used 　as　a　way

of 　cap1 面 ng 　the　 customer 　transitions　 and 　related 　impad 　of 龜he　 corporate 　 profit．　We 　incorIx）rate　 the

possibility　of 　Ihe　firm　having　aiternative 　policies　u 皿 der　which 　transition　probabilities　and 　payoffs　may 　be

altere ¢ alo 皿g　With　an 　algorithlln 　for　an 　optirnal 　selection 　ofthe 　pO且icies　tllal　maximize 　Ihe　long−term 　profit　of

the　firm．
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　　　　収益会計の拡張 ：

マ ル コ フ過程 と動的計画法 の 応用

井尻雄士
＊

金 田直之
†

＜ 論文要 旨＞

E 一
コ マ ース の 時代 に は 、 経営管理 者や投資家が企 業の 売上 に 関 して 計画 ・制御 する ため の 「収

益会計」 が必要 とな る 。 本研 究の 目的は、Glover　and 　ljiri（2002）1こよ っ て 提起 され た 「収益会計」

（revenue 　accounting ）の 概念 を マ ル コ フ 過程 と動的計画法を用 い て 拡張 す る こ とにあ る 。 マ ル コ

フ過程は、E−commerce にお け る buyer と browser の 推移 とその 企業利益 に 与える 影響を分析する

ため に用 い られ る 。 企業が値引 きや広告 な どの 方策 を と っ た場合、推移確率や利益 が影響 され る

が 、 その 可能性 も考慮 した形で 長期の 企業利益を最大化する方法を提示 する。
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1. Introduction

1.1 Reyenue Accountipg  in Contrnst to Cost Accounting:

       During the last decade, we  have seen  a shift ftom product-orientation in the Industrial Age  to

customer-orientation  in the E-Commerce Age. As  the lndustrial Age  needed  cost  aecounting  the E-

()ommerce Age  now  needs  revenue  aocounting  oriented  toward  serving  inforrnation needs  of  managers

and  investors in planning and  contTolling  a firm's sales  activities  and  their financial consequences.  GloveT

and  ljiri (2002) developed a  cenceptual  framework  for revenue  accounting  including tentative postulates of

revenue  accounting  and  an  analytical  framework focusing on  revenue  mileposts, revenue  momenium  and

sustainability  measurements,  and  intangibles capitalization.  Tlraditional aocollnting  has a large network  of

cost  accounts  involving many  processes and  departments. Yet when  it comes  to revenues,  accounting  starts

with revenlle  realization  and  ends  with  cash  collectioq  with  not  many  layers of  aocounts  as  we  see  in cost
      -
accountlng.

       Ib particular, Glover and  ljiri emphasized  
"revenue

 milestones" and  capture  the transition of

customers  among  many  states  probabilistically. Here a  Markov  process was  used  as  a  way  of  capturing  the

customer  transitions and  Telated  irnpact of  the corporate  prefit.

12. Markoy  Proeesses with Pbyoftts

       Glover and  ljiri (2002) discusses revenue  mileposts and  a customer  transition between the

"bTowser"
 state  and  the 

"buyer"

 state by means  of  a transition matrix.  Furtherrnore, taking  advantage  of

Howard's (196e) model  that incorporated a payoff matrix,  after  each  transition of  the customer,  a  payoff

amouni  is assigned  depending upon  from  which  state  i to which  state j the  customer  moved  including the

case  i =  j, the customer  staying  at  the same  state.  Providing that the transition matrix  is regular,  the output

ofthe  analysis  is that, after  a large number  of  transitions, the pTobability that the customer  is in statei

converges  to a  oonstant  and  the payoff the firm can  expect  from the customer  in each  transition converges

to a  constant.  In the fo11owing we  shall  limit our  attention  to only  regular  Markov  matrices.  Non-regular

ones  are  either  cyclic  or  non-ergodic,  both of  which  can  be analyzed  building upon  a set of  regular

matrlces.

13. A  Browser-Biryer Example

       Here, we  quote from Glever and  ljiri (2002) with  minor modification.  
"lf

 a  customer  was  a

browser in the previous period and  is also  a  browser in lhe current  perioq designated by

"browser/browser",
 the cost  to the firm is $2 (a -$2 payoff) in the current  period while  if slhe  was  a

browser in the previous period and  a buyer in the current  period (browserfbuyer), the befiefit to the  firm is

$3 (a payoff of  $3) in the current  period. On  the other  hana ifa customer  was  a buyer in the previous

period and  is a browser in the  current  period (buyerlbrewser), the cost  to the firm is $1 (a payoff of  
-$1),

while  if a customer  was  a buyer in the previous period and  is also  a  buyer in the current  period

(buyerlbuyer), the benefit to the firm is $9 (a payoff of  $9). These payoffS along  with  transition

probabilities, which  will  be explained  shortly,  aTe  depicted in Figure 1 and  summarized  in Table 1 in the

form ef  a  payoff matrix  and  a transition matrix.
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      We  now  move  on  to the transition matrix  in Table 2. If a  cuslomer  was  a  browser in the previous

perioq there is a .8  probability that s/he  will  stay  as  a  browser (with no  purchase) in the current  period and

a .2 probability that s!he  will  become a  buyer (with a purchase) in the current  period. On  the other  hanq  if

a customer  was  a  buyer in the previous period there is a .4 probability that slhe  will become  a  browser

(with no  purchase) in the curTent  period and  a  .6 probability that s/be  wi11 stay  as  a buyer (with a purchase)

in the current  period (Glover and  ljiTi 20e2, p. 46.)"

Figure 1; Transition Diagram with Pbyof!i; and  Ptobabilitics

  Browser Buyer

-$2; .8 $3; 2 $9; .6

-$1; .4

      The expected  payoff given the custemer  was  a  browser in the previous period is computed  as

-$2'.8
 +$3'.2  =  

-$1
 and  the same  for a  buyer is -$1'.4 +  $9'.6 =  $5, as  shown  in the last column.  (Only

the  expected  payoffwill be needed  in the future corrrputations  and  not  the payoff matrix.)

Previous

Period

Browser

Buyer

Tablc 1: PtaiyorrMatrix and  Transition 1hotrir

PayoffMatrix
Browscr Buyer

  -$2 $3

  -$1 $9

Transition Matrix

Browser Buyer

  .8 2

  .4 .6

Expected

 Payoff

  .$1

  $5

2. dn  Erknsion  to DJmamic  hogranmring

2.1. Adyertising and  Discounting Options

      We  now  want  to go further to incorporate, as  shown  in Howard (1960), lhe possibility of  the firm

having alternative  policies under  which  transition probabilities and  payoffS may  be altered  along  with  an

algorithm  for an  optimal  selection  ofthe  policies that maximize  the long-term pTofit of  the firm.

      Suppose that the firm has an  advertising  plan that changes  the transition probability for a browser

from the current  (.8 .2) to (.7 .3) but the expected  payoff will  be wersened  from  the current  -$1 to -$3 as  a

result  of  the advertising  cost.  Similarly, the firm has a  discounting plan that changes  the transitien

probability forabuyer from  (.4 .6) to (.3 .7), thus improving the repeat  purchase rate  andincreasing  the

expected  payoff from $5 to $6 as  a  result  of  price-cut and  increased demand. (This is an  obvious  winner

compaTed  vvith  the status  que, since  the  transition  prebability lo  the  favorable state  is improved  without

5
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sacrificing  actually  improving, the payoff.) The  two  plans need  not  be  iniroduced simultaneously.

Furthermore, the algorithm  allows  maDy  different plans to be considered  for each  state, say  2 plans for a

browser and  3 p}ans for a buyer. For simpler  iliustratio4 we  shall  consider  only  one  new  p]an for each

state along  with the curreni  plan as  shown  in 
'Tlable

 2. The  firm wishes  to maximize,  not  the immediate

payoff for the current  period bllt, the long-term profit that takes inio account  the impact on  the future

transitien and  the future payolfS.

State (Choice)
1. Browscr

 (a or b)

   Table 2: Adve

   Qptions
a: Non-advenising
b: Advertising

rtising and  Mseounting  Options

 Transition
Probabilities T

   (.8 .2)
   (.7 .3)

Expected Iminediate

   PayoffS w

      -$1

      -$3

2. Buyer

 (c or  d)
c: Non-discounting
d: Mscounting

(.4 .6)(.3
 .7)

$5$6

Z2. The Pblicy IteratioD Process

      in the interest of  quickly showing  the policy iteration process to got all optimal  solutioq  we  shall

show  the steps  in the sirrrplest term, deferring  explanations  to Sections 2.4.--2.8. The  process has 4

conrponents  as  shown  in (1) below, where  the policy iteration takes  place between Step 1 and  Step Z until

a certain  condition  is met,  at which  time  the process ends.

(1) Start -->  Stepl<===>  Step2-->  End

a) Start by Setting T, w,  and  v: We  shall  use  TA to mean  the matrix  consisting  of  all optioma1  transition

vectors  and  wA  to mean  the expected  immediate payoff vector  of  all  optional  payoffs in Table 2, namely,

TA  .

.8
 .2.7

 .3.4

 .63

 .7

and  w"  .

-1-356

. Then  the staning  transition  matrix  T  and  the expectedimmediate  pEyoffS w

are  created  from [l'L and  w"  by choosing,  for each  given state,  the alternative  that  has the  highest expected

immediate payoffS. If there is a tie between two  best options  for the same  state, we  choose  the one  that

appeared  in the previous policy iteratio4 if any.  Otherwise, we  choose  any  optjon  with  lhe highest value.

      For browseT, non-advertising  (-$1) beats advertising  (-$3) and  fDr buyer, disceunting (S6) beats
non-discounting  ($5). Hence, T  and  w  looks as  shown  in (2). Here, we  also  use  v  to mean  the expected

total payoff vector,  which  includes the expected  immediate payoffS and  all  the expected  payoffs to occur  in
                                                     '
the future. We  set v  =  w  initially.

(2) T=  [183 ;] andw=v=[

-

61]
6
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b) Step 1, Upaate  v: 
'Ihe

 policy ileration starts  by creating  I-T and  then  replacing  the last column  of  I-T

with

 
a

 
unit

 
column

 
vector

 e 
=

 [1] (the reason  is to be explained  ]ater). 
rlhis

 matrix  is called  U and  we  take

the inverse of  U  as  shown  below.

(3) I-T= [l?3 IS2],henceu= [:i3 l] and  u"=[
26

 142].
Using v' to mean  the updated  value  of  v  for use  in the next  policy iteratie4 we  determine v' from v  and  U`i

by:

(4) v'=u-'v=[.26  T42][
-

61]=[
-

i.s4]-
c) Step Z, Update  T  and  w:  Here, we  denote by vP  a vector  obtained  from v' by replacing  the last element

in 
v'

 
with

 
a

 zero  
which

 is signified  by the superscript  o, thus obtaining  [
-

oi4] for the above  exampie

Finally, we  derive the test quantity u  as:

(5) u=  w"  +  T"vP=

-1-356

+

.8 .2.7

 .3.4

 .6.3

 .7[

-g4

].
-12.2-12.8

 -.6

 1.8

.

Keeping in mind that the first two rows  are  for options  used  for the browsers and  the last two  rows,  for the

buyers, we  update  T  and  w  by  selecting  the best values  in u  for each  state. Thus, for browsers, non-

advenising  (-$12.2) is better than  advertising  (-$12.8); and  for buyers discounting ($1.8) is better than non-

discounting (-$O.6). We  create  T  and  w', i.e. updated  T  and  w,  using  choices  made  in (5) from T" and  w"

for the next  round  ofthe  policy iteratioL

dl End  ifT'=T  and  w'  =  w:  If T' =  Tand  w'  =  w,  then  we  stop  the policy iteration. Otherwise, we  go back

to Step 1. In this example,  choosing  non-advenising  and  discounling was  exactly  what  we  did in the

pTevious round  thus T" =  T  and  w'  =  w.  [{IhiS signals  the fact that no  more  improvements are  available  and

the policy ileration stops  here.

23. A  Modified Example                                                                          '

      While the policy iteration ended  after  the  first try, lhis is not  always  the case.  [lb illustrate, it is

interesting to see  what  happens if we  reduce  the advertising  cost  by $1, thus  improving the expected

irnmediate payoff associated  with  the advertising  option  from -$3 to -$2, shown  by a  
'
 in Table  3.

7
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kble  3: Advcrtising and  Discounting Options (Modified)

State (Choice
1. Browser

 (a or  b)

) Options

   a: Non-advenising

   b: Advertising

 
'Tlransition

 Expectedlmmediate
ProbabilitiesT PayoffSw

   (-8 -2) r$1 ･

   (.7 .3) -$2' (modified)

2. Buyer

 (c or  d)
      c:  Non-discounting (.4 .6)
d: Discounting (.3 .7) $6

$5

Theq  the option  selecied  initially is the same  as  befbre, non-adrTertising  (-$1) and  discounting ($6). T' (=

and  w'  (=w) are  thus unchanged.  Hence, all derivations stay  the sarne  until the iteration process comes

(5), whose  second  element  of  w,  marked  by a 
',

 is changod  from -$3 to -$2 as  shown  below:

(6) u=w"+TvP=

-1-2*

56
+

8.7.4.3.2.3.6.7[

-

g4].
-12.2-118

 -.6

 1.8

.

Dto

      As  a  result  of  this change,  next  policy iteration changes  from the previous 
"nen-advertising

and  discounting" to 
"advenising

 and  disc(?uniing" as  advertising  (-$11.8) now  beats non-advertising  (-

$12.2). Tl]en, the iteration generates:

(7) T=  [173 i73] andw=  [
-62

]
(8) i-T= [l?3 IS3],henceu= [li3 l] and  ui=  [

5!s3

 
"

213]
We  thefl obtain  an  updated  v' from v  and  U'i by:
                '

(g) v'=u-'v=  [
5.ls3

 
-5s/3

] [
-

62] .

 [
'

 
42013

].
We  now  cornpute  u  as;

(10) u  =  wA  +  TAvtO .

-1-256

+

.8.7.4.3.2.3.6.7[

-

 
4oO13] .

-3513-

 3413

 -113

  2

.

This shows  that 
"advertising

 and  discounting" sbouldbe  chosen.  But this  is the same  as  the options  chesen

in the pTevious policy iteration. Hence, the iteration stops. (It is suggested  to try other variations  in

payoffS.)

8
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         2.4. Explanations for the Iteration Pr-ocess

                Explanations of  the policy iteration process and  a  proof that the above  process does yield an

         optimum  solution  is given in Howard (1960, chapters  2--4). We  simpljfied  the explanations  of  the policy

         iteration process by incorporating all key elements  of  iteration in "composite"

 vectors  and  matrices.  We

         must  now,  however, explain  the reason  for the  insertion of  a unit  vector  in T"s and  setting  of  the last

         element  ofv  equal  to zero,

                For this purpose, we  use  as  an  example  the particular T  and  w  given earlier  by:

         (2) T-  [I,8 I3] andw-v-  [
','

l.
         We  define v(n)  to be the value  of  v  if the Markov  iteration process is to terminate n  periods from now,  and

         apply  the backward  Markov  iteration starting  with n  =  O.

                A  caution  at this point might be in order  silloe we  have two  kinds of  iterations involved here. rlbe

         policy iteration process discussed earlieT  in Seetion 2.2 changes  the values  ef  T, w,  and  v  al its each

         iteration. The  Markov  iteration process to be discussed heTe involves iterations under  given T; w,  and  v,

         chosen  at a particular round  of  the policy iteration.

         25. Backvvard Markov  lterations

                Table 4 below shows  how  v(n)  changes  as  the Markov  process moves  backwards, along  with

         Figure 2 which  depicts the data in the second  and  the third colurnlls  of  lhble 4 . At n  =  O, the system  has

         ended  and  has no  more  payoffs to generate, hence v(O)  
=

 [:] . T his means  that at n 
=

 1, only  the expected

         immediate payoffw 
=

 v(1)  
=

 [
-

61] is available,  At n=  2, the system  will have Tv(1) from the operation  in

         
n 

=

 i pills the expected  immediate payoffs of w, thus v(2)  
=

 w  + [pv(i) =  [
-

611 + [I: I;] [
-

61] =

          [
-

glg6] , or in generai we  have

         (11) v(n)=w+Tv(n-1).

                Let us  now  examine  [Ilable 4 which  consists  of  3 groups of  two  columns  each  setting  aside  the

         column  for n. The  first and  second  colunms  shew  the values  ofv(n)  for n  =  O, 1, 2, ..., 12 for browsers and

         buyers and  it can  be easily  verified  that the above  numhers  derived  for n  =  O, 1, and  2 agree  with  those in

         the table. Thus  from the last row,  ifthe system  has 12 moTe  periods befoTe its termination, a  browser  at  that

         time  has the expected  total payoffs of  $16.001 and  a buyer, $29.998, for the firm. (See also  Figure 2

         betow.)

                Skipping the next  two  columns  of  Table 4 for now,  we  move  to the last two  columns  ofthe  table

         that show  the amount  of  increment over  the previous peried computed  for browsers and  for buyers. As

                                                9
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clearly  shown  in the table, the increment converges  to $1.80 regardless  of  whether  the customer  starts out

as  a browser or  as  a buyer. The  convergence  is assured  by the property of  regular  Markov  processes, no

rmtter  which  state  the customer  starts from. We  let g to mean  this limit amount  of  payoffs $1.80 that wi]1

be repeated  in each  period regardless  of  the state, namely  it is the "state-independent
 payoff."

go123456789101112

    Table 4:

---- Value v(n)  -----

Browser
     o
     -1

   .O.6

    o.s
   1.95
  3.575
  5.288
  7.0"
  8.822
 10.611
 12.405
 14.203

 16.oo1
  limit

Values ef  vt and  Avt after  Esch  Backward  imkDv  Iterstion

2B2gyg!
    o
    6
   9.9
 12.7515.07517.13819.06920.93422.76724.58426.39228.19629.998

---- Relative Value vO(n)  ----

  Browser
        o
       -7

     -10.5

    .12.25

   -13.125

   -13.563

   -13.781

   -13.891

   -13.945

   -13.973

   -13.986

   -13.993

   -13.997

h =  .14.000

!B2uyg;
    o
    o
    o

    o

    o
    o
    o
    o
    o
    o
    o
    o
    o

---Av(])=v(ll)-v(n-1) 
-.g

 
---

Browser

      .1

     O.4
     1.1
    1.45
   1.625
   1.713
   1.756
   1.778
   1.789
   1.795
   1.797

   1.799

g =  1.8oo

  llBuyg!

      6
     3.9
    2.85
   2.325
   2.063
   1.931
   1.866
   1.833

   1.816
   1.808
   1.804
   1.802

g =  1.8oo

2.6. Relative Values and  Asymptotes

       [[he middle 2 columns  of  Table 4 which  are  yet te be explained  are  the column  of  viO(n)  =  vi(n)  -

v2(n)  for browsers and  v2e(n)  =  v2(n)  - v2(n)  =  O for buyers. By  the definition of  the superscTipt  O, values

are  expressed  relative  to the va]ue  of  the last state. For optimization  purposes, it is not  necessary  to keep

track of  v(n)'s  for each  and  every  state in the system.  We  can  set vi for any  siate  i equal  to rcro,  expressing

payoffS for all other  states  as  
"relative

 payoffS," compared  to the  selected  state's  payoffS. For example,  we

can  set the payoffS for buyers equal  to  zero  and  state  the relative  payoffS for browsers, which  is what  is

shown  in the middle 2 columns  in Table 4. As  evident  from  the table, this relative  payoffS, denoted  by h,

for browsers converge  to -$14.00.

       We  also  note  from 
'fable

 4 that v(n)  approaches  the  two  asymptotes  shown  in Figure 2. The  lower

line is for browsers and  the upper  line is for buyers. The  asyirrptetes  intercept wilh  the y-axis at -5,6 for

browsers and  ai 8.4 for buyers. 
'Ilie

 slope  of  both asymptotes  are  1.8 per each  increment in g  the Markov

iteration nuiriber. The two  asymptotes  are  expressed  as  Equation (12) be}ow which  form good

approximations  to v(n)  for any  large n.

(i2) v(n)-nge+v=  [II::] + [
-

s{46],
where  e  is a unit  column  veclor  and  v  is a  vector  of  constanis  indicating the inteTcepts of  the asymptotes.

10
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Egure  2: Values  of  v(n)  for n  =  O, 1, ... n  in Table 4 and  Thcir Asymptotcs

 35

 30
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 20

 15
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  s

  o

 -5-10

---Asymptote2

+Buyer

-`Se-Browser

÷ Asymptotel

S

       The  optimizatiori  routine  attempts  te maximize  (12), as  afier a  large enough  number  of  iterations,

any  errors  from this use  of  asymptotes  diminishes. In this way,  the optimization  process involves only

linear functions, hence the above  policy iteration process does lead to the optimum  solution.

       The  constants  in (12) can  be explained  using  the  property of  regular  transition matrioes  that can  be

decomposed  into the permanent part and  the transient part. In particular, the transition matrix  T  in (12) can
be  stated  as:

(,,) [[o.[Ig I2]+(s)nV, T64]
Notethat forn=o, To= [g 9] and  for n=i,  T'=[66  [2] +(s)'[lf6  I64] =  [I38 i3] as  it shouid

be. if we  multiply  li" by the expected  immediate payoff vector  w,  we  obtain:

(i4) 
'riw-[ 'g

 I2][
'

,']+(s)"[If, 164][
-

,i]-[l.:]+(s)n[
-

,2s8].
The
 
transient

 
component

 
summed

 
from

 
n=o

 
to
 
co

 
is(sO

 
+
 
si
 
+
 
..
 )[

-

4?28] =

 2[
-

42i8] =

 [
-

sla6],hence
the meaning  of  the constants  in (12) becemes clear.

2.7. Composite  Matrix  U  and  Composite Vecter vS

      We  now  explain  the reason  for the composite

large, we  equate  Equatioms (11) and  (12) as  fo]lows.matrix

 U  used  inSection 2.2.Assuming  that n  is

11
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 (11) v(n)=w+Tv(n-1),

 (12) v(n)=nge+v,  which  also  means,

 (15) v(n-1)=(n-1)ge+v.

 Hence  putting (15) into the right-hand  si de of  (11), we  obtain:

 (16) v(n)  =w+  T[(n-1)ge +  vl  =w+  [(ll-1)g]Tle + Tv  =w+  (n-1)ge +  TV,

 for Te =  e  because T  is a transition matrix  whose  each  row  sums  to 1.

        Equating (12) and  (16), we  have:

 (17) ngu+v=w+(n-1)go+TV,

 thus, transferring (n-1)ge +  TV  to the left and  simplifying  we  obtain:

 (18) (I-T)v+ge=w.

        We  now  show  that:

 (19) (I-Dv+ge=Uvg,

 where  U  is (I-[f) whose  Iast column  is replaced  by a  vector  of  all  1's and  vg  is the vector  v  whose  last

 element  is rep!aced  by g. Remembering  that we  fo¢ us  on  the relative  values  in v, relative  to the va!ue  of  the

 last element  which  is, therefoTe, set equal  to zero.  The equality  in (19) should  be clear  from the  3x3 matrix

 below:

(20)

all a12  a13

a21  a22  a23

a31  a32  a33

  =w.

vlv2o+ggg an  ai2 1

a21  a22  1

a31  a32  1

Vlv2

g

.

Thus (18) is equivalent  te:

(21) Uvg

      In lhis way,  solved  for vg  by rrrultiplying  both sides  of  (18)
solution  is obtained  indeed by vg  with  all  solutioms  obtained  in one  matrix  inveTsion:

(22) vg=u"w.

      We  said  earlier  that the optimization  process was  caTried  out to maximize:

(i2) v(n)=nge+v=  [II::] + [
-

s{a6],
but actually  it was  carried  out  to maximize:

(23) v(n)=nge+v=  [ll::] + [
-

54],

by Ui, we  see  that the

12
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since  as  mentioned  earlier  in Section 2.6 the conslant  term  that is common  to all states,  8.4, is irrelevant to

the optimization  process. We  have postponed this point until now  to avoid  the need  to define another

variable.

2.8. interpretations

      we  can  now  mterpret  v  
=

 [
-

11.s4] obtained  in (4) which  is also  shown  in the last row  of Table 4.

lis first element  (-$14) is h which  is the relative  payoff; the expected  total payoffS if the system  started

from the first state, the browser in comparison  to the buyer. The  second  element  ($1.8) is g which  we

discussed earlier  in Section 2.5 and  indicates the state-independent  payoff per each  transition after  the

system  has been run  for a  sufficiently  large number  oftimes.

       Equation (5) then shows  the test quantity u  computed  as  the sum  of  the immediate payoff w  and

the total expected  payoffs in the future.

      Also afier  changing  the payoff under  advertising  from  
-$3

 to -$2, we  find in (9) that the expected

total payoff after  starting  in the first state  is -$40rs, while  the state-independent  payoffS is $1.8. Ihen, the

test quantity is computed  in (10) and  the best options  are  chosen  as  
"advertising

 and  discounting." This

choice  is repeated  at the next  round  and  the iteration stops  as  we  saw  before.

2.9. 0ptimization and  Sensitiyity Analyses

       The  above  analysis  indicates that Markev  preoesses have been emiched  greatly by the

introduction of  payoffs, options,  and  dynamic  processes. Sensitivity analyses  can  be carried  out  as  an  aid  to

policy alld  stralegy  decisions. The value  data such  as  v  and  g gives management  a  base to determine

maximllm  or  minimum  offers  they  can  make  to let the system  starts at a  pTeferred state  such  as  the 
"buyer"

state  instead ofa  less preferred state  such  as  the 
"browser"

 state.

       Although the  above  pTocess does not  consideT  the time  value  of  money,  it can  easily  be

incorporated. For example,  kuowing the value  of  the state-independent payoff g per iteration and  the

interesl rate  r per iteration perioq the present value  of  future cash  flows may  be determined as  gtr focusing

only  on  the state-independent  component.  It can  then be fine-tuned by incorporating the state-dependent

values  v.

2.10. Il)e Duality

       We  now  consider  the duality of  the dynamic  programming  system  discussed in the above.  It is

clear  that the above  optimization  method  can  be applied  intact to the transition matrix  along  with  eptions

and  payoffs. Options that may  be considered  include an  introduction ef  a  higher quality precess that

produces more  preferred output,  a  cost  saving  process that improves yield, sub-contTacting,  etc,

       
'Ib

 search  for an  optimum  method  of  going backwards does make  sense  if the underlying

production process is time-reversible. Even  in cases  where  this is not  the case,  a backward  seaTch  for

optimum  can  make  sense  when  we  wish to find a minimum  cost  to produce a givell amount  of  output,  te

allocate  revenues  back to the original  process that are  responsible  for their production, or to reveTse-

                                     13
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engineer,  for example,  a product mix that will  meet  certain  conditions.  [Ihis indeed explains  the enormous

power  of  dyllamic programming.

      The  policy iteration method  discussed above  obviously  assllmes  that options  represented  by each

row  of  T" and  w"  can  be picked up  independent of  each  other  and  assembled  in a meaningfu1  way.  For

exaimple,  in our  illustTation using  the brewser-buyer example,  we  had non-advertising  and  advertising

options  for browsers and  non-discounting  and  discounting options  for buyers, We  assumed  that the choice

of  option  we  make  for browsers does llot affect  the choice  we  make  for buyers. This rmay  not  always  be the

case  in practice, since,  for example,  a decision to advertise  may  not  be implemented just for browsers and  a

decision to discouni may  net  be implemented just for buyers. If this is the case,  some  creative  ways  of

rethinking  about  options  and  states  in the transition matrix  inay  be required.

3. thnclusions

       in this way,  we  have extended  revenue  accounting  proposed in Glover and  ljiri (2002) into

Markov  proce$ses and  dynamic  prograrnming models.  The application  of  Markov processes and  dynamic

programming  is a convenient  toel to find the solutions  that maximize  the expected  total payoffs. As

already  mentioned  in section  2.1, the algoritlm  introduced in this paper is applicable  for multiple  options

for each  state. T he algorithm  also  allows  different number  of  p]ans to be  considered  for each  state. In other

words,  we  may  apply  this methods  to the situation  where  we  have more  than thTee states  aud  more  than

three different options.  In this paper, we  deseribed the simplest  example  for the illustration purposes.
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